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a polish- language edition was published in by karakter of kracow. us list price $ 25. yes, you can access lingo by gaston

dorren, josé c. gaston dorren is a dutch author who has written and published works both in his native language and in

english. dorren lives in the netherlands. [ 1] dorren is a polyglot who is able to speak six different languages and read nine

more. he is the author of two books in dutch, and the creator lingo gaston dorren pdf of an app, the language lover' s guide

to europe. he speaks dutch, limburgish, english, german, french, and spanish, and reads nine more languages. combining

linguistics and cultural history, gaston dorren takes us on an intriguing tour of the continent, from proto- indo- european (

the common ancestor of most european languages) to the rise and rise of english, via the complexities of welsh plurals and

czech pronunciation. lingo is a guidebook of sorts, but in no sense an encyclopedia: while some chapters are short portraits

of entire languages, others centre on an individual quirk or personality. he is the author of lingo: around europe in sixty

languages, as well as two books. vales in pdf and/ or epub format, as well as other popular books in languages & linguistics &

linguistics. six thousand years. but i still admire speakers of english as a second language: if gh stands for p as in hiccough if

ough stands for o as in dough if. polyglot and language journalist gaston dorren has created an anecdotal crash course on

european linguistics with his book lingo. 304 pages : 21 cm welcome to europe as you' ve never known it before, seen

through the peculiarities of its languages and dialects. take a trip of the tongue across the continent in this fascinating,

hilarious and highly edifying exploration of the many ways and whys of euro- speaks— its idiosyncrasies, its histories,

commonalities, and differences. he was born in valkenburg aan de geul, netherlands and currently resides in amersfoort,

netherlands with his wife marleen bekker. combining linguistics and cultural history, gaston dorren takes us on an intriguing

tour of the continent, from proto- indo- european ( the common ancestor of most european languages) to the rise and rise

of english, via the. download for of ine reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read lingo: around europe in

sixty languages. lingo: a language spotter' s guide to europe - gaston dorren - google книги. english is illogical, french has a

mother xation. one “ brisk and breezy” whirlwind armchair tour of europe “ bulg[ ing] with linguistic trivia” ( the wall street

journal). covering the idiosyncrasies of 50- plus languages, from the spelling of scots gaelic to the counting conventions of

breton, dorren weaves tales of conquest, social mores and isolating landscapes with remarkable ease. this article is more

than 9 years old. it included all of pro le’ s lingo as well as some chapters from taaltoerisme and three more from sprachen.
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lingo" takes us into today' s remote mountain villages of switzerland, where romansh is still the lingua franca, to formerly

soviet belarus, a country whose language was russi ed by the bolsheviks, to sweden, where up until the 1960s polite

speaking conventions required that one pdf never use the word " you" in conversation, leading to tiptoeing. uent in several

languages and able to read several others, dorren certainly demonstrates an encyclopedic knowledge of many languages in

his book lingo: around europe in sixty languages. gaston dorren, jonathan buckley, alison edwards 304 pages pro le books

ltdenglish london, united kingdom. gaston dorren is a linguist, journalist, and polyglot. gast
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